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Malicious forensic texts 

Malicious forensic text (MFT): a text that is 
a piece of evidence in a forensic case that 

involves threat, abuse, spread of 
malicious information or a combination of 

the above. 



Malicious forensic texts 

John, 
 
Thought you should know that your so 
called mate – Jack Smith, has been 
boasting to audiences at the shoots he 
is involved with, about your little 
business arrangements. That is that 
you are managing the firm for him as a 
tax dodge, even though the 'firm' 
carries no stock of its own, and in 
return he has paid for everything. 

Slander 

Dear senator Jesse 
Helms 
you the hell you 
think you are a 
fascists nazi 
you nazis make me 
sick 

Abuse 

Dear Madame,  
You are nothing but 
a dirty old slut-
bitch-whore to every 
man that comes 
around, just like 
your old woman and 
other ancestors. 
Send me plenty of 
money by next 
Sunday, or I'll have 
you killed by Sunday 
night. 
Your grand children 
should be burned to 
death as you watch. 
Like you no good. 

Abuse + Threat 

Do you ever want to see your precious 
little girl again? Put $10,000 cash 
in a diaper bag. Put it in the green 
trash kan on the devil strip at 
corner 18th and Carlson. Don’t bring 
anybody along. No kops!! Come alone! 
I’ll be watching you all the time. 
Anyone with you, deal is off and 
dautter is dead!!!  Threat 



Research questions 

o  How do English MFTs compare to other important registers of 
the English language? 
 

o  Which situational parameters are the most useful to describe 
MFTs and to predict some of the variation in their language? 
 

o  Is it possible to establish an initial categorisation of MFTs 
based on their linguistic features? 



The MFT corpus 

104 texts 
 
36,792 tokens 
 
Average text length: 354 tokens 
(min: 100; max: 1596) 

63% 
18% 

13% 

6% 

Sources 

FBI Vault Private collections Internet searches Textbooks 



Methodology 

Context Linguistic features 
+ personal 
- threatening 
+ slander 
…  

- personal 
+ threatening 
- slander 
…  

+ personal 
+ threatening 
+ slander 
…  



The Situational Parameters 

Biber’s (1994) Situational Parameters of Variation 

Many do not 
apply to MFTs 
 
Some 
distinctions 
within MFTs are 
not captured 



The Situational Parameters 

Addressor Addressee Audience Interactiveness Place of 
communication 

Extent place is 
shared Mode Malicious 

purpose 

Threat type 
Threatening 

communication 
type 

Direction of 
harm 

Binary or multiple options per Parameter:  
 
threatening vs non-threatening 
  
harm to addressee vs harm to third party 
vs harm to both addressee and third 
party) 



Methodology 

Context Linguistic features 
+ personal 
- threatening 
+ slander 
…  

- personal 
+ threatening 
- slander 
…  

+ personal 
+ threatening 
+ slander 
…  

5% modal verbs 
15% personal pronouns 
30% nouns 
…  

1% modal verbs 
40% personal pronouns 
20% nouns 
…  

10% modal verbs 
15% personal pronouns 
25% nouns 
…  



Linguistic features 

Multidimensional Analysis Tagger (Nini, 2014) 
https://sites.google.com/site/multidimensionaltagger/ 

Biber’s (1988) Variation across Speech and Writing 

68 linguistic features:  
 
relative frequencies of personal 
pronouns, adverbs, adjectives, 
sentence relatives, past participles, 
etc. 



Results 

Addressor Addressee Audience Interactiveness Place of 
communication 

Extent place is 
shared Mode Malicious 

purpose 

Threat type 
Threatening 

communication 
type 

Direction of 
harm 

 
 

Dimension 1 – Involved vs Informational Production 

Dimension 2 – Narrative concerns 

Dimension 4 – Overt Expression of Persuasion  



Malicious purpose 

Threatening MFTs 

Threatening 
 
vs 
 
Non-threatening 



Malicious purpose 



Addressee 



Addressee 



Addressee 



Addressee 



Addressee 

High personal knowledge MFTs 

Low personal knowledge MFTs 



Direction of harm 



Direction of harm 



Direction of harm 



Direction of harm 

MFTs with harm directed to a third party 



Direction of harm 



Three dimensions of variation 



Research questions 

o  How do English MFTs compare to other important registers of the 
English language? 
o  MFTs are situated in between personal and professional 

letters. They are a particular type of persuasive professional 
letters 
 

o  Which situational parameters are the most useful to describe MFTs 
and to predict some of the variation in their language? 
o  Malicious purpose, Addressee type, Direction of harm 

 
o  Is it possible to establish an initial categorisation of MFTs based on 

their linguistic features? 
o  Three linguistic dimensions separate MFTs: D1, D2, and D4 
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